GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No.2017/CE-II/Safety/Boundary wall

New Delhi, Dated: 15.11.2017.

Principal Chief Engineers,
All Zonal Railways.

Sub:- Providing wire mesh along the boundary line of tracks to restrict throwing of garbage/plastics and bags.

Ref:- MR’s Dashboard item.

There is a rampant problem of throwing of garbage/plastics and bags in railway boundary along railway tracks especially in metros. It has been desired to explore the idea of providing wire mesh along the boundary line to restrict such throwing.

You are requested to explore the feasibility and efficacy of providing wire mesh fencing at railway boundary along track at locations vulnerable to throwing of garbage/plastics and bags from outside in railway land. Your report on the subject may please be sent to Board’s office by 30th November, 2017.

(A. K. Lahoti)
Executive Director, Civil Engineering(Planning),
Railway Board.